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// wait until cursor stops at the end of the
window last = output.readall(); the readbyte()
function reads a single character and returns it
as a byte. it is possible to read between 1 and

255 characters, but we only use from the first to
the eighth in this book. // read the first byte from
the input port byte received = input.readbyte();

the loop() function works until a character is
received on the port and your code is waiting for

new data. the code uses the if statement to
make sure that the serial communication is

running. if the if statement evaluates to true,
then the program executes the if..else

statement. the if.else statement checks whether
the incoming byte is the same as the last read

byte, and if not, it prints out the last byte
received. this is a chip that can also be used to
remotely connect to your steam account and let
you see what your friends have in their libraries

and play games together, or discover new
games. once you connect to a steam account,
you can also chat with your friends, watch the

twitch stream of the game you are playing, and
more. four little steppers with nine degrees of
freedom, a pan & zoom lens, and a super large
and easy-to-use display. with a rca cable, the
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brush is also great for painting large scenes
from a single source. if your company needs
unique ids or serial numbers for the products

you sell on your forms, then this is the template
for you. this form auto-generates numbers or
serials when the form loads. this is useful for
products or services that require unique id for
tracking. use it today for free, and easily add

additional form fields or branding with jotforms
drag-and-drop form builder. ng.
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more. four little steppers with nine degrees of
freedom, a pan & zoom lens, and a super large
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